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Ten Continuities in U.S. Nuclear Weapons Policy, 

Strategy, Plans, and Forces 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Each presidential administration tends to highlight differences rather than similarities 
with its predecessor, even when the prior administration has been of the same party.  The 
emphasis on differences arises in mobilizing support to remedy inherited problems 
(whether real or perceived), in carrying out (or at least appearing to fulfill) campaign 
promises, in establishing a record that appeals to key constituencies, and in laying the 
groundwork for a favorable historical legacy.   
 
This need to be distinct applies to both domestic and national security policies and 
programs, including those related to U.S. nuclear forces.  Thus, the Eisenhower 
administration had its “New Look.”  The Kennedy and Johnson administrations at 
various times promoted their strategies for “counterforce,” “flexible response,” and 
“assured destruction.”  The Nixon administration called for “strategic sufficiency” and 
pursued (as did the Ford administration) “flexible nuclear options.”  The Carter 
administration adopted a “countervailing strategy.”  The Reagan administration gave 
prominence to its strategic modernization program and Strategic Defense Initiative.  The 
George H.W. Bush administration took Presidential Nuclear Initiatives that dramatically 
cut forces following the end of the Cold War.  And both the Clinton and George W. Bush 
administrations conducted Nuclear Posture Reviews, with the latter announcing a “New 
Triad” at the completion of its assessment.   
 
While the changes from one administration to the next often receive the most attention, 
the continuities in nuclear policies, plans, and programs are striking.  These continuities 
span the Cold War and post-Cold War decades and the tenures of Democratic and 
Republican presidents alike.  They result from a number of enduring factors, including 
the fundamental nature of nuclear weapons, the persistence of certain types of threats, the 
long-standing commitments to allies, the inadequacies of nonnuclear alternatives, the 
often limited change in organizations and personnel with nuclear responsibilities, and the 
reluctance of officials to gamble with the nation’s nuclear posture.  It is useful for defense 
planners and others to understand these continuities because they represent some rough 
boundaries within which a new administration will shape its nuclear strategy and forces.  
No administration starts with a blank slate.  More likely than not, it will operate within 
broad contours established in the past.  Sharp departures certainly are possible, but some 
of the accumulated legacies from previous administrations will not be easily shed.   
 
This paper discusses ten continuities in nuclear weapons policy, strategy, plans, and 
forces that will affect the course charted by a new administration.  While there are others, 
these are among the continuities of basic importance.  Each continuity is stated as a clear-
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cut proposition that, based on the evidence, most or all administrations to date would 
accept. 
 
The ten continuities are as follows: 
 

1. Nuclear arms are special weapons and not just more powerful versions of high-
explosive munitions (see pp. 2-4). 

 
2. The safety, security, and authorized control of nuclear weapons are essential (pp. 

4-5). 
 

3. Alternatives to nuclear weapons, where possible, are preferred (pp. 5-7). 
 

4. The roles for nuclear forces go beyond the deterrence of nuclear use (pp. 7-11).  
 

5. The threat of nuclear retaliation, not defenses, provides the primary protection 
against nuclear attack (pp. 11-14). 

 
6. Nuclear forces must not be inferior to those of another power (pp. 14-17). 

 
7. Nuclear forces support security commitments to defend key allies (pp. 17-21). 

 
8. The option to use nuclear weapons first should be retained (pp. 21-26). 

 
9. A minimum deterrence force is inadequate to meet defense requirements (pp. 26-

31). 
 

10. A triad of strategic nuclear forces is valuable for its resilience, survivability, and 
flexibility (pp. 31-36). 

 
 

Continuities 
 

This discussion of continuities is not intended to be exhaustive or to give a 
comprehensive review of nuclear history for the last 60 years.  Instead, the continuities 
are briefly described and illustrated with examples drawn from the historical record.  That 
record includes presidential directives and other statements, memoirs, interviews, official 
histories, government reports, congressional hearings, and secondary sources.  
(References can be found in the notes at the end of the paper.)  

 
 
1.  Nuclear arms are special weapons and not just more powerful versions of high-
explosive munitions. 

 
In general, presidents and their principal advisers, as much as any anti-nuclear activist or 
average citizen, appreciate that nuclear weapons are sui generis because of their 
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tremendous destructive potential and unique set of physical effects (large explosive blast, 
direct nuclear radiation, thermal radiation, radioactive fallout, and electromagnetic pulse).  
The devastating results of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki attacks, terrifying images from 
aboveground nuclear tests, and sobering predictions of the consequences of nuclear war 
have always strongly affected the decisions and actions of top officials.  Lyndon Johnson 
recounted that the moment he relinquished the presidency, he felt immense relief at no 
longer having responsibility for authorizing the use of nuclear weapons.1  President 
Carter recalled that, “All the glib talk about ICBM’s, MIRV’s, SLCM’s, and 
GLCM’s…tended to lull some people into indifference or resignation about the 
unbelievable destruction they represented.  That horror was constantly on my mind.”2  
President Reagan, often caricatured as a Strangelovian figure, in fact was quite fearful of 
the possibility of nuclear war, saw his nuclear buildup as a means of pressuring the Soviet 
Union into deep negotiated nuclear cuts, pursued the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) as 
an alternative to the balance of terror, and was sympathetic to the goal of nuclear 
abolition.3  While President Eisenhower at first considered nuclear firepower a cheaper 
substitute for large general-purpose forces and a solution for drawn-out conventional 
wars, he moved away from this view with the appearance of megaton-size thermonuclear 
weapons and increases in the Soviet nuclear arsenal.4  (Note that early in his first term, 
Reagan directed that, “Nuclear forces will not be viewed as a lower-cost alternative to 
conventional forces,” though “the possible use of nuclear weapons must remain an 
element in our overall strategy.”)5 
 
The special status successive administrations have accorded nuclear weapons has had a 
number of important implications:   
 

• Nuclear weapons are seen from the top as weapons of last resort; nonnuclear 
options are preferred.   

 
• The possibility of nuclear use is tied to a small set of contingencies in which the 

security stakes for the United States and its allies would be high.  (Presidents have 
been more willing, however, to employ nuclear threats in a wider range of crises.)   

 
• Oval Office occupants are extremely risk averse, not reckless, with regard to 

questions of nuclear use.   
 

• Detailed characteristics of nuclear weapons (level of explosive yield, for example) 
are less salient to high officials than the fact the weapons are nuclear.  

 
• Control of nuclear weapons is highly centralized in the president as commander in 

chief; predelegation of authority to lower-level commanders to use nuclear 
weapons has been the rare exception rather than the rule.   

 
• An elaborate (if imperfect) system of organizational, procedural, and technical 

safeguards exists to prevent the accidental or unauthorized use of nuclear 
weapons.  
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All of the above are directly attributable to the belief of the political authorities, across 
administrations, that nuclear weapons are special and must be treated accordingly. 
Advantageous and, for some cases, essential to U.S. and allied security, they also present 
grave potential dangers to be avoided.  
 
 

2.  The safety, security, and authorized control of nuclear weapons are essential.  
 
In a directive issued to the secretary of defense, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
(JCS), the secretary of energy, and other ranking officials, the first President Bush noted, 
“The safety of nuclear weapon systems remains of paramount importance to the security 
of the United States.”6  An accident involving the detonation of one or more nuclear 
weapons could kill or injure thousands or millions in another country or in the United 
States itself.  If the other country were nuclear-armed, an accidental attack could trigger 
nuclear use against the United States.  Unauthorized use of nuclear weapons by elements 
within the military chain of command could cause a nuclear conflict or hinder de-
escalation of a war.  Stolen weapons could give great lethal and coercive power to a 
terrorist group, a criminal organization, or a previously nonnuclear state.   
 
For these reasons, every administration, from that of President Truman on, has sought to 
maintain tight control of nuclear weapons.  Since the late 1940s, various measures have 
been instituted to ensure against accidental or unauthorized use, including: the vesting of 
the president (or duly designated successors) with the authority to order the use of nuclear 
weapons; procedures for authenticating orders for nuclear use; protection of nuclear 
weapons storage sites; the two-man rule for personnel with nuclear responsibilities; and 
permissive action links (electromechanical locks) on nuclear weapons.7  These measures 
have proved effective, although accidents involving nuclear weapons have been reported 
(for example, crashes of aircraft carrying nuclear bombs and the explosion of a nuclear-
armed Titan missile).8  Presidents generally have been unwilling to predelegate nuclear 
release authority, although Eisenhower and at least some of his successors did this for 
certain emergency cases where time constraints or other conditions would prevent 
commanders from securing presidential approval.  (The chief of the North American Air 
Defense Command, for example, could order the use of nuclear air-to-air and ground-to-
air missiles to intercept Soviet bombers before they hit the United States.)9 
 
Concerns about safety, security, and control have had real consequences for the nuclear 
forces fielded by the United States and how those forces are operated.  The perceived 
dangers of nuclear missile launchers traveling along the country’s highways or railroads 
were among the reasons the United States did not deploy road- or rail-mobile 
intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) in response to the increased vulnerability of 
the silo-based Minuteman force.  (In contrast, mobile ICBMs were built by the Soviet 
Union and the People’s Republic of China, both authoritarian states with much greater 
internal security.)  The short-range attack missile, an air-to-ground weapon that 
penetrating bombers carried to suppress air defenses, was withdrawn by the George H.W. 
Bush administration and eventually retired by the Clinton administration in large part 
because of questions about the safety of its nuclear warhead.10   
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Continuous airborne alert, a peacetime practice to ensure at least a portion of the bomber 
force survived a surprise attack, was ended by the Johnson administration after a nuclear-
armed B-52 crashed and burned near Thule, Greenland.  (In a similar incident two years 
earlier, a B-52 crashed near Palomares, Spain.  Two nuclear bombs underwent 
nonnuclear explosions on impact and another bomb temporarily was lost in waters off the 
coast.)11  Launch on warning—firing ICBMs if sensors detect incoming enemy 
missiles—repeatedly has been rejected as a tactic for solving the problem of silo 
vulnerability; the risks of false warning have been judged too great.  (Launch under 
attack—firing ICBMs after nuclear detonations on U.S. soil—has been less 
objectionable.)12  Centralized control of nuclear forces has been of sufficient priority that 
decision-makers have been willing to accept some risk that the resultant command system 
could be “decapitated” by an enemy.13  
 
In the current period, the Bush administration has cited improved safety and use control 
as one of the reasons for developing and deploying a Reliable Replacement Warhead.14  
The continuing importance the political authorities attach to the safety, security, and 
authorized control of nuclear weapons also can be seen in the sharp negative reaction to 
the August 2007 incident in which six nuclear cruise missiles inadvertently were loaded 
on a B-52 and ferried from an Air Force base in North Dakota to a base in Louisiana.  
This incident, along with an earlier episode in which ICBM warhead fuzes mistakenly 
were shipped to Taiwan, eventually led to the removal of the secretary of the Air Force 
and the Air Force chief of staff.15    
  
 

3.  Alternatives to nuclear weapons, where possible, are preferred. 
 
Given the choice, presidents and senior officials prefer peace to war, diplomacy to 
military force, threat of force to use of force, conventional conflict to nuclear war, and, it 
should be added, limited nuclear use to unrestrained nuclear war.  Resort to nuclear 
weapons could be extremely dangerous, cause enormous destruction (notably 
noncombatant casualties and damage to civilian infrastructure), produce major political-
military consequences well beyond the immediate context (many of which would be 
unforeseeable), end the half-century tradition of nonuse, and create lasting and possibly 
unfavorable precedents.  No president has found the decision to use military force an easy 
one; ordering the use of nuclear weapons would be exceptionally hard.  In addition, 
presidents prefer nonnuclear instruments because in most cases they are deemed better 
suited to the demands of a crisis or potential conflict, more consistent with U.S. interests 
at stake and objectives to be met, and less likely to incur disproportionate risks.  By the 
same token, nonnuclear military threats often are perceived as more credible deterrents to 
conventional aggression.  In light of these considerations, all administrations have sought, 
where possible, alternatives to nuclear weapons (although, as noted, the Eisenhower 
administration and the military establishment in the 1950s pursued nuclear capabilities as 
alternatives to conventional weapons).  The presidential preference for nonnuclear 
alternatives has been evident at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels of conflict.  
Five examples follow.  
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In 1948, President Truman was briefed on a strategic war plan in which U.S. bombers 
would conduct an atomic retaliatory attack against Soviet government centers, industrial 
facilities, and transportation choke points.  After the briefing, he directed the JCS to draw 
up an alternative plan for an air offensive in which only high-explosive bombs would be 
used.  Truman, who less than three years earlier had ordered the bombings of Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki, wanted a conventional-only plan because he believed that the atomic bomb 
soon might be “outlawed” and that, in any event, the American public would not support 
the use of atomic weapons for “aggressive purposes.”  (Work on the plan was started but 
never completed due to opposition from within the government, a worsening crisis over 
the status of Berlin, and the infeasibility of a successful conventional bombing campaign 
against the Soviet Union.)16   
 
The chief aim of “flexible response,” the strategy developed by the Kennedy 
administration and pressed on the European allies, was to strengthen the ability of NATO 
to mount an effective conventional defense and thereby reduce the need for nuclear 
escalation to stop an advance by the larger ground forces of the Warsaw Pact.  (If NATO 
conventional forces did falter, the strategy called for graduated nuclear responses, from 
tactical to theater to strategic nuclear use, to coerce the Soviet leadership into halting its 
attack.)  U.S. nuclear forces had been tied to the defense of Western Europe even before 
the formation of NATO.  The nuclear superiority of the United States was seen as 
offsetting deficiencies in the conventional capabilities of the alliance.  Soviet acquisition 
in the 1950s of the ability to launch nuclear strikes against the United States, and the 
prospect that the Soviets eventually would achieve nuclear parity (or better), raised 
doubts on both sides of the Atlantic regarding continued dependence on U.S. nuclear 
forces as a makeweight for NATO conventional weakness.  (“Would the United States 
trade New York for Hamburg?” was the catchphrase for these doubts.)  In the end, 
NATO failed to reduce its nuclear reliance through conventional force improvements, a 
shortcoming that persisted through the end of the Cold War.  Flexible response, however, 
endured as the strategy of the alliance.17 
 
Nuclear options were considered for the 1991 war against Saddam Hussein, but quickly 
dismissed by Bush administration officials.  Secretary of Defense Richard Cheney and 
General Colin Powell (JCS chairman) looked at possible nuclear options for the sake of 
completeness, but they were strongly inclined against any nuclear use and confirmed in 
their position when a closely held analysis by Powell’s staff found that knocking out just 
one Iraqi armored division dispersed in the desert would require multiple tactical nuclear 
weapons.18  In the war, Coalition conventional forces proved able to defeat Saddam and 
his military in a six-week air campaign and a 100-hour ground offensive.  Before the war 
began, President Bush and his senior advisers also had privately ruled out nuclear 
retaliation for any Iraqi chemical or biological attacks, while publicly maintaining a 
calculated ambiguity about the possibility of nuclear use.  Their preferred alternative to 
nuclear retaliation was an intensified and expanded onslaught of conventional air strikes 
against Saddam’s regime and the Iraqi economic base.  In their accounts of decision-
making for the war, the president and other top officials (including Secretary of State 
James Baker, presidential national security adviser Brent Scowcroft, and Scowcroft’s 
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deputy, Robert Gates) never explained why nuclear use was excluded, perhaps because 
the reasons to them seemed obvious.19      
 
Since the advent of the SDI, policy for missile defense explicitly has favored interceptors 
armed with nonnuclear kill vehicles rather than nuclear warheads.  The Safeguard missile 
defense system, briefly operational during the Ford administration, of necessity included 
nuclear interceptors; sensor and data-processing technologies at the time were insufficient 
for nonnuclear kills.  With technological advances, nonnuclear interceptors became 
feasible and preferred for missile defense.  In guidance for the SDI program, President 
Reagan ordered “principal emphasis on technologies involving nonnuclear kill concepts,” 
while permitting research on nuclear concepts as a hedge against Soviet breakout from 
the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty.20  Early in the George W. Bush administration, 
the emphasis on nonnuclear defenses was affirmed by the director of the Missile Defense 
Agency after members of the Senate raised concerns about reports that nuclear 
interceptors were under study.21 
 
Finally, the results of the Bush administration’s 2001 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) also 
reflected the long-standing high-level preference for alternatives to nuclear weapons.  
The NPR looked not only at the purposes, capabilities, and problems of existing U.S. 
nuclear forces and related infrastructure, but also the possibility that strategic defenses 
(missile, air, and civil defenses) and long-range nonnuclear strike systems 
(conventionally armed ballistic missiles, for example) eventually might take over from 
the nuclear forces some of their responsibilities for assuring allies of U.S. security 
commitments, dissuading adversaries from competing with the United States, deterring 
coercion or attacks against the United States and its allies, and defending against and 
defeating aggression.  The NPR determined that investments in “restoring the defense 
infrastructure, developing and deploying strategic defense, improving…command and 
control, intelligence, planning, and non-nuclear strike capabilities” could “make the U.S. 
more secure while reducing…dependence on nuclear weapons.”22  
 

 
4.  The roles for nuclear forces go beyond the deterrence of nuclear use.  

 
Many support the notion that nuclear weapons serve only to deter the use of other nuclear 
weapons.  The idea has the intuitive appeal of symmetry (nuclear for nuclear) and offers a 
standard by which the roles and capabilities of nuclear arsenals presumably could be 
limited.  Whether nuclear weapons in fact have deterred nuclear use or the absence of 
nuclear war has resulted from other causes is an open question.  What is known is that 
every president from Truman on down has seen nuclear weapons as more than simply a 
deterrent to nuclear attack.  President Roosevelt initiated the Manhattan Project to 
prevent Nazi Germany from developing and using atomic weapons first.23  His action was 
consistent with the “nuclear for nuclear” notion.  But his successor ordered that the 
deadly product of that huge undertaking be used to shock Imperial Japan, an enemy 
without nuclear weapons, into ending the war in the Pacific, a conflict waged with 
conventional arms.24  Since then, presidents have considered nuclear use or made nuclear 
threats to reinforce crisis diplomacy, deter large-scale conventional aggression, prevent a 
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major conventional defeat, counter chemical or biological attacks, and hold at risk 
priority targets able to withstand nonnuclear strikes.  Through eleven administrations, 
U.S. policy has never been to restrict the ambit of nuclear weapons to the deterrence of 
nuclear use. 
 
Presidents have flexed nuclear muscle in a number of crises and conflicts.  This has 
involved noticeable increases in the readiness of nuclear-capable forces and warnings 
(public or private, explicit or veiled) that nuclear weapons could be used in response to 
armed aggression.  Raising the nuclear specter has had two purposes: to signal that the 
United States has substantial interests at stake—substantial enough to risk nuclear war—
and to give a coercive edge to U.S. diplomatic efforts.  The administrations and 
circumstances in which nuclear threats have been made include the following:   
 

• Truman administration:  reaction to the downing of U.S. aircraft over Yugoslavia, 
1946;25 Berlin blockade, 1948;26 Korean war, 1950-1951;27   

 
• Eisenhower administration:  Korean war, 1953;28 Taiwan Strait crises, 1954 and 

1958;29 Suez crisis, 1956;30 Lebanese crisis, 1958;31  
 

• Kennedy administration:  Berlin crisis, 1961;32 Cuban missile crisis, 1962;33  
 

• Nixon administration:  Vietnam war, 1969;34 October war, 1973;35 
 

• Carter administration:  perceived Soviet danger to the Persian Gulf region, 
1980;36 and    

 
• George H.W. Bush administration:  Persian Gulf war, 1991.37 

 
Explanation for the relative scarcity of U.S. nuclear threats after 1973 is a matter of 
speculation.  The fact that the United States and the Soviet Union did not square off in 
any high-stakes, war-prone confrontation during the remainder of the 1970s and through 
the 1980s certainly is one of the reasons.  (Even if such a crisis had occurred, adverse 
aspects of the U.S.-Soviet military balance might have inhibited a president from making 
a nuclear threat.)  The end of the Cold War and the Soviet collapse likewise should be 
taken into account.  With the exception of the 1991 Gulf war, when the Bush 
administration raised the prospect of nuclear retaliation for Iraqi chemical or biological 
use, post-Cold War presidents have not found that the circumstances of recent 
confrontations (the 1994 Korean nuclear crisis, the conflicts with Serbia and its allies, the 
1995-1996 Taiwan Strait crisis, the Afghan and Iraq wars) warrant resort to nuclear 
threats.  In different circumstances—perhaps a severe crisis in which U.S. vital interests 
were menaced by a nuclear great power—the perceived need for a nuclear threat also 
might be different. 
 
In addition to their utility for coercive and deterrent threats, nuclear weapons have been 
seen as counters to certain conventional assaults.  During the Cold War, U.S. and NATO 
plans called for the use of “nonstrategic” nuclear forces (European-based artillery, 
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aircraft, and missiles) to help disrupt a Warsaw Pact invasion and warn Soviet leaders of 
the greater danger they would court by continuing their aggression.38  In the Nixon 
administration, Defense Department officials, prodded by the president’s national 
security adviser, Henry Kissinger, examined how U.S. nuclear forces also might be used 
in regional conflicts outside the NATO Central Front (perhaps in a Sino-Soviet war, 
where the U.S. interest might lie in preventing a Chinese defeat but no suitable 
conventional force options would be available).39  Presidential guidance issued in the last 
year of the Carter administration instructed defense planners that “[t]he employment of 
nuclear forces must be effectively related to operations of our general purpose forces.”40  
According to a White House aide who helped develop the guidance, this meant strategic 
nuclear bombers and ballistic missiles would attack Soviet bloc conventional forces to 
support U.S. and allied theater campaigns in Europe and East Asia.41  It was also during 
President Carter’s tenure that defense officials weighed whether nuclear weapons would 
be required to halt a possible Soviet invasion of Iran, given the conventional 
disadvantages then facing the United States in Southwest Asia.42   
 
In recent conflicts, the United States has enjoyed conventional superiority, obviating any 
need to reinforce general-purpose capabilities with nuclear arms.  This might not be true 
in future contingencies where once again an adversary held a significant edge in 
conventional military power, even if that advantage were only local (confined to a 
specific region) or temporary (evaporating with the eventual arrival of additional U.S. 
expeditionary forces).  As a high-ranking defense official in the Clinton administration 
explained to a congressional committee, “In general, we do not now foresee 
circumstances in which it would be in our interest to use nuclear weapons in response to a 
purely conventional attack.  However, we would assess the situation in light of the 
circumstances then prevailing.”43 
 
From the Cold War to the present, nuclear weapons have been considered part of the U.S. 
deterrent to chemical or biological use.  The threat of nuclear retaliation has been seen as 
augmenting other capabilities for preventing chemical or biological attacks and as a 
substitute for the absence of biological and subsequently chemical weapons from the U.S. 
munitions inventory.  The possibility of nuclear escalation, in combination with the threat 
of retaliation in kind and protection by defensive measures, was intended to deter the 
Warsaw Pact from attacking NATO forces with chemical or biological weapons.44  (The 
option of like retaliation for biological attack was abandoned when President Nixon 
ended the U.S. program for offensive biological warfare in 1969.)   
 
As the Cold War receded, officials of the George H.W. Bush administration made veiled 
nuclear threats to deter Saddam from resorting to chemical or biological use against 
Coalition forces in the Gulf war.  (The under secretary of defense for policy during the 
Clinton years referred to these threats as a valuable deterrent and judged that they had “a 
powerful effect” on the Iraqi ruler.)45  After the Gulf war, as the dangers of proliferation 
loomed larger, the Bush administration incorporated the experience of that conflict into a 
policy that declared “[a] strong U.S. nuclear force provides a secure retaliatory capability 
that serves to deter the use of weapons of mass destruction while providing unambiguous 
warning to potential aggressors who have acquired these capabilities or are in the process 
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of acquiring them.”46  On repeated occasions, the Clinton administration also took the 
position that nuclear threats could be a deterrent to the use of weapons of mass 
destruction (WMD).  For example, in the Senate ratification hearings on the Chemical 
Weapons Convention—a treaty under which the United States gave up chemical weapons 
and chemical retaliatory options—then-Secretary of Defense William Perry included 
nuclear weapons among the means for responding to a chemical attack.47  Policy 
guidance signed by President Clinton recognized nuclear weapons as a deterrent against 
the full range of weapons of mass destruction.48  Like its predecessors, the George W. 
Bush administration has said that nuclear weapons can serve to deter not only nuclear but 
also chemical and biological use.49   
 
It should be noted that the continuity in the policy for deterring chemical or biological 
attack is reflected in the language used by the present and the two prior administrations.  
In late 1990, Secretary of Defense Cheney warned, “were Saddam Hussein foolish 
enough to use weapons of mass destruction, the US response would be absolutely 
overwhelming and it would be devastating.”50  Though deliberately ambiguous, this 
statement carried an implied threat of nuclear retaliation.  In 1994, Deputy Secretary of 
Defense John Deutch intentionally echoed Cheney’s words: “For obvious reasons, we do 
not choose to specify in detail what responses we would make to a chemical attack.  
However, as we stated during the Gulf War, if any country were foolish enough to use 
chemical weapons against the United States the response will be ‘absolutely 
overwhelming’ and ‘devastating.’”51  In 1996, Secretary of Defense Perry advised 
“[a]nyone who considers using a weapon of mass destruction against the United States or 
its allies [to] first consider the consequences” and added that while “[w]e would not 
specify in advance what our response would be, …it would be both overwhelming and 
devastating.”52  In 1998, Perry’s successor, William Cohen, lent his voice to the refrain: 
for “[a]ny nation that would threaten us through nuclear, chemical, or biological 
weapons, we have the ability to respond with forces and overwhelming force that could 
devastate them.”53  And in 2008, presidential national security adviser Stephen Hadley 
made this policy continuity explicit when he told a public audience that, “the United 
States has made clear for many years that it reserves the right to respond with 
overwhelming force to the use of weapons of mass destruction against the United States, 
our people, our forces and our friends and allies.”54    
 
Along with their roles in coercive diplomacy and deterrence of nonnuclear aggression, 
nuclear weapons have been regarded as valuable for their potential to “hold at risk” and, 
if necessary, neutralize critical targets that cannot be attacked effectively by nonnuclear 
means.  These can include targets covering a wide area, targets that must be eliminated 
quickly and with a high degree of certainty, targets whose location cannot be determined 
with precision, and targets hardened against attack through the use of steel-reinforced 
concrete and underground construction.   
 
Hard and deeply buried command bunkers are examples of the latter type of target.  Since 
the early years of the Cold War, the command-and-control centers of opposing countries 
have been targeted by U.S. nuclear forces.  Reviews of nuclear strategy by the Nixon, 
Carter, and Reagan administrations placed special emphasis on the need to target the 
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command posts used by enemy political and military leaders, not simply for the purpose 
of disrupting a nuclear attack against the United States or its allies, but to deter such an 
attack by threatening those leaders with the loss of what they appeared to value most—
their collective rule and individual lives.55  After U.S. intelligence efforts revealed the 
extent of the Soviet “bunker archipelago” and the ability of certain deep underground 
facilities to withstand attack by most types of U.S. nuclear weapons,56 the Reagan 
administration in 1987 reversed the retirement of the multimegaton B53 bomb in order to 
have some means of holding those targets at risk, pending the development and 
deployment of an earth-penetrating nuclear weapon.57  A decade later, the Clinton 
administration produced the earth-penetrating B61-11 bomb to replace the larger yield, 
less safe, and harder to deliver B53 as a weapon for threatening high-value underground 
targets in Russia and elsewhere.58  The Bush administration subsequently favored study 
of a more effective follow-on to the B61-11—the Robust Nuclear Earth Penetrator 
(RNEP)—that could be used to target the growing number of hard and deeply buried 
facilities in several hostile countries.  RNEP was described by Bush officials as an 
extension of extant policy and capability:  
 

What we are doing is almost identical to what the [Clinton] Administration did 
(they adapted the B61-11 to penetrate a few meters into soil; we want to do the 
same thing into rock).  [RNEP] does not represent a change from our policy of 
deterrence.  Deterrence requires we be able to hold at risk that which an adversary 
values.  Since more and more we see a move toward putting things underground, 
our efforts to determine the potential effectiveness of an earth-penetrating weapon 
reflect a continued emphasis on enhancing deterrence.59   

 
RNEP encountered congressional opposition, however, and the administration ended the 
project, though without eliminating the requirement for an improved earth-penetrating 
nuclear weapon.60    
 
The roles assigned nuclear weapons, then, have not been limited to deterring nuclear 
attack, but also have included countering nonnuclear aggression—coercion, conventional 
assault, chemical and biological use—and holding at risk critical targets for which 
conventional strike capabilities are ill-suited.  Moreover, these other roles have been 
endorsed by a diverse set of presidential administrations. 
    
 

5.  The threat of nuclear retaliation, not defenses, provides the primary protection 
against nuclear attack. 

 
Deterrence and defense are two of the ways in which the United States has sought to deal 
with the danger of nuclear attack over the last 60 years.  (Arms control and improved 
relations with adversaries are two others.)  Reliance has been placed on preventing attack 
through deterrence by retaliatory threats rather than protecting the populace and 
economic base through active (air and missile) and passive (civil) defenses.  Strategic 
defenses for the homeland have been the poor cousins of nuclear offensive forces, despite 
some periods in which defenses have received increased attention and funding.   
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Under the Truman and Eisenhower administrations, a nationwide air defense network 
was built to guard against Soviet bombers.61  The network comprised 1,000 fighter-
interceptors, a few hundred surface-to-air missiles, a comparable number of radars, and 
related command-and-control systems.  At the time President Eisenhower left office, Air 
Defense Command had 6 percent of the defense budget, while the share for strategic 
nuclear forces was 27 percent.62  (For comparison, roughly 2 percent of the defense 
budget was allocated for the strategic forces in 2008.)63  Beginning in the mid-1960s, 
however, air defense during succeeding administrations underwent a long decline in 
which its diminished missions were to enforce airspace sovereignty and deny enemy 
aircraft a free ride.64  This decline in large part was due to the emergence of Soviet long-
range ballistic missiles, their replacement of bombers as the primary threat to the U.S. 
homeland, and the lack of a defense against missiles.  (“Why lock the back door when the 
front door is open?” went the argument.)  By the time of the 9/11 attacks, the air defense 
sector for the northeastern United States had only four fighters on alert.65   
 
Research programs for missile defense have been underway since the late 1940s, but the 
United States has never deployed a missile defense system approaching the scale of the 
air defense network operating in the first part of the Cold War.66  The Nike-X/Sentinel 
system for defense against limited attacks, particularly one by a future Chinese missile 
force, was given serious consideration during the Johnson administration, but not fielded.  
The Safeguard system, pursued by the Nixon administration as a defense for missile silos 
and a bargaining chip in strategic arms talks, not as a population defense, was deployed 
for less than a year during the Ford administration.  The tightly constrained research 
program of the Carter administration focused on advanced technology options, including 
those for silo defense.  President Reagan’s strong personal interest in defense against 
nuclear weapons gave a new impetus to missile defense, producing the Strategic Defense 
Initiative, a large-scale research effort initially aimed at “rendering…nuclear weapons 
impotent and obsolete.”67  The principal missile defense design (or “system architecture”) 
fashioned during his administration, however, was for a system that would serve largely 
as an adjunct to U.S. strategic offensive forces by breaking up a Soviet counterforce first 
strike.68   
 
With the end of the Cold War, President George H.W. Bush reoriented the SDI to address 
the threat from ballistic missile proliferation.69  The Clinton administration in its missile 
defense program emphasized development of capabilities to protect U.S. forces and allies 
overseas (theater missile defense) rather than the United States itself (national missile 
defense).70  Nonetheless, work on national missile defense continued and the president, 
with the urging of Congress, signed the 1999 National Missile Defense Act, which made 
it “the policy of the United States to deploy as soon as is technologically possible an 
effective National Missile Defense system capable of defending the territory of the 
United States against limited ballistic missile attack (whether accidental, unauthorized, or 
deliberate).”71  In 2004, the George W. Bush administration became the first in 30 years 
to deploy a missile defense system based in the United States and the first ever to field a 
system intended to protect the population rather than military forces alone.  The system 
has some capability against North Korean long-range ballistic missiles and, with 
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upgrades, also will provide a degree of protection against similar Iranian missiles.72  The 
overall missile defense program of the Bush administration has been guided by a policy 
that is expressly consistent with the Missile Defense Act, aims at defending the United 
States, its deployed forces, allies, and friends, and sees missile defense as a counter to  
coercive “rocket rattling” and a hedge against the failure of deterrence.  At the same time, 
the policy considers missile defense “not a replacement for an offensive response 
capability, [but] an added and critical dimension of contemporary deterrence.”73       
 
While the air defense buildup occurred mostly during the years of the Eisenhower 
administration, and missile defense received high priority in both the Reagan and George 
W. Bush administrations, civil defense has been a focus of White House attention only 
briefly.74  In the early part of the Kennedy administration, the combination of presidential 
interest, a strategy to limit damage in the event of nuclear war, an international 
confrontation (the 1961 Berlin crisis), public alarm, and energetic leadership at the 
Pentagon produced a one-year spike in the civil defense budget (fiscal year 1962) and 
several steps toward a national fallout shelter program.  Before and after, however, civil 
defense languished in comparison to strategic offensive forces and, in general, other 
strategic defenses.  Policy statements supporting civil defense were not matched by the 
necessary programmatic changes and budgetary commitments.  Administrations 
generally have pursued civil defense on the cheap, designating shelter space in existing 
buildings rather than constructing dedicated shelters, preparing plans for urban 
evacuation without making adequate provision for evacuees in relocation areas, 
combining nuclear attack with natural disaster preparedness, and placing much of the 
burden for preparedness measures on the states.  Throughout the nuclear era, any 
protection by civil defense, like that from air and missile defenses, has been subordinate 
to the prevention of attack by deterrent threats.  Two presidential directives, one by 
President Carter, the other by President Reagan, underscored this point, with both 
documents using identical language: efforts to improve civil defense complement rather 
than change “primary U.S. reliance on strategic offensive forces as the preponderant 
factor in maintaining deterrence.”75      
 
A number of reasons account for the continuing dominance of deterrence over defense in 
U.S. policy and strategy regarding nuclear weapons.  A nuclear attack against the United 
States would be so catastrophic that presidents and their advisers have made preventing 
such an event rather than limiting its consequences the clear first order of business.  
Many have doubted the effectiveness of active and passive defenses, especially as the 
threats from opposing forces evolve, while counting on the effectiveness of the offense-
based deterrent.  Many also have questioned the cost of strategic defense, considering it 
too high or a diversion of funds from nuclear offensive forces and other military 
capabilities thought to make greater contributions to the nation’s security.  Strategic 
defense often has been without powerful institutional advocates in the armed services or 
the civilian bureaucracy who can respond to these doubts and questions.  Finally, some 
administrations have been influenced by the theory that defenses to protect the populace 
and economic base are antithetical to a stable military balance.  According to this view, 
defense might: 1) provide—or seem to provide—a shield behind which the United States 
could launch a nuclear first strike in a war-prone crisis; 2) cause an adversary to believe 
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this was the case and consequently preempt such a strike; and 3) prompt opponents to 
embark on reactive nuclear buildups to preserve their retaliatory capabilities against 
defended targets.  This thinking was reflected in the ABM Treaty President Nixon signed 
in 1972.  The treaty, along with its 1974 protocol, not only banned a nationwide missile 
defense, but exerted an inhibiting effect on strategic defense in general until the 
December 2001 announcement by President Bush that the United States would withdraw 
from the treaty.  Changing conditions—less demanding or less deterrable threats, more 
cost-effective capability options, increasing institutional support, continuing commitment 
by future presidents—could lead to a greater reliance on strategic defense than has been 
the case historically.   
 
It should be noted that the preponderance of offensive forces in relation to defensive 
capabilities to a certain extent has resulted in a sharing of duties between the two, where 
offense offers some defense and defense aids deterrence.  With the United States lacking 
adequate defenses, every administration has approved war plans that when executed 
would attempt to limit damage from enemy attacks through strikes against opposing 
offensive forces, through constrained strikes intended to induce similar restraint by the 
adversary, or through both tactics.  Similarly, missile defense in the past has been 
charged with supporting deterrence by protecting U.S. retaliatory capabilities and by 
making the success of an enemy attack more uncertain and presumably less likely.  Civil 
defense, too, sometimes has been viewed by the White House as “an element of the 
strategic balance” that can “[e]nhance deterrence and stability in conjunction with 
strategic offensive and other strategic defensive forces.”76  But defenses have always 
played the subordinate part.       
 

 
6.  Nuclear forces must not be inferior to those of another power. 

 
Since Roosevelt, every president has held that the United States cannot allow another 
country to gain an advantage in overall nuclear capability.  (In Roosevelt’s case, that 
country was Hitler’s Germany.)  This shared stance is clear in the following statements 
(italics added): 
 

• Truman:  “as long as an international agreement for the control of atomic energy 
could not be reached, our country had to be ahead of any possible competitor.  
…as long as we had the lead in atomic developments, that great force would help 
us keep the peace.”77 

   
• Eisenhower:  “The power of [nuclear] weapons to deter aggression and to guard 

world peace would be lost if we failed to hold our superiority in these weapons.  
And the importance of our strength in this particular weapons-field is sharply 
accented by the unavoidable fact of our numerical inferiority to Communist 
manpower.”78 

 
• Kennedy:  “we have many times more nuclear power than any other nation on 

earth….  It is essential to the defense of the Free World that we maintain this 
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relative position.  …it will be the policy of the United States to proceed in 
developing nuclear weapons to maintain this superior capability for the defense 
of the Free World against any aggressor.”79 

 
• Johnson:  “the focus of our national effort has been on assuring an indisputable 

margin of superiority for our defenses.  …that effort has succeeded.  Our strategic 
nuclear power on alert has increased three-fold in four years [1961-1965].  Our 
tactical nuclear power has been greatly expanded.  …To maintain our superiority, 
the immediate future will see further increases in our missile strength, as well as 
concentration on further technological improvements and continuing vigorous 
Research and Development [for strategic forces].”80 

 
• Nixon:  “Our policy [is] to maintain strategic sufficiency [which] has two 

meanings.  In its narrow military sense, it means enough force to inflict a level of 
damage on a potential aggressor sufficient to deter him from attacking. [“That 
makes it imperative that our strategic power not be inferior to that of any other 
state.”] …In its broader political sense, sufficiency means the maintenance of 
forces adequate to prevent us or our allies from being coerced.  …But sufficiency 
also means…forces which the Soviet Union cannot reasonably interpret as being 
intended to threaten a disarming attack.”81 

 
• Ford:  “To ensure the credibility and strength of our military deterrent across the 

full spectrum of potential conflict, [one of] our overriding aims must be to 
maintain… [a] strategic balance that guarantees the United States will never be 
in an inferior position.”82 

 
• Carter:  “In its balanced strategic nuclear capability, the United States retains 

important advantages.  But over the past decade, the steady Soviet buildup has 
achieved functional equivalence in strategic forces with the United States.  …Our 
strategic forces must be—and must be known to be—a match for the capabilities 
of the Soviets.” “…the United States will maintain strategic nuclear equivalence 
with the Soviet Union.”83 

 
• Reagan:  “The modernization of our strategic nuclear forces and the achievement 

of parity with the Soviet Union shall receive first priority in our efforts to rebuild 
the military capabilities of the United States.”84 

 
• George H.W. Bush:  “we sought a [Strategic Arms Reduction] Treaty that would 

allow equality of U.S. forces relative to those of the Soviet Union.  …the 
emphasis is to reach equality in order that the resulting levels will be stabilizing.  
Equality does not require identical force structures; rather it demands limits that 
allow the Parties to have equivalent capabilities.”85  

 
• Clinton:  “We will retain a strategic nuclear force sufficient to deter any future 

hostile foreign leadership with access to strategic nuclear forces from acting 
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against our vital interests and to convince it that seeking a nuclear advantage 
would be futile.”86   

 
• George W. Bush:  “[One force-sizing criterion is] an assurance-related 

requirement for U.S. nuclear forces that they be judged second to none” 
(statement by Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld).87 

 
Over the period in which these eleven presidents have served, the United States has gone 
from nuclear monopoly (until 1949) to superiority (through the mid-1960s) to parity 
(since the late 1960s) in relation to the other ranking nuclear power, the Soviet 
Union/Russia.  These shifts in strategic status, evident in the changing benchmarks 
highlighted above, resulted from increases in the size and survivability of Moscow’s 
nuclear forces, along with decisions in Washington not to sustain a U.S. edge.  Within 
these shifts, the meanings of “superiority” and “parity” have varied.  In the course of its 
two-decade run, “superiority” had connotations that were quantitative—more bombers, 
more missiles, more warheads—as well as qualitative—the ability to eliminate much of 
the opposing nuclear force and thereby reduce significantly the destruction an enemy 
attack could cause.  “Parity,” in its ongoing era, also has been defined in terms of both 
comparability in numbers (delivery vehicles, warheads, equivalent megatons, missile 
throw-weight, hard-target-kill potential, and the like) and in the capability to destroy an 
opponent’s society.  The Nixon, Ford, and Carter administrations attached importance not 
only to the objective measures of the nuclear balance, but also to how that balance was 
perceived in key foreign capitals, arguing that these perceptions were relevant to whether 
friends felt secure, foes were deterred, and others inclined toward the United States or its 
adversaries.88  Despite the shifts in the nuclear balance and the variety of formulations 
used by presidents to define the nuclear position required for the United States, all 
administrations have called for at least parity with the nearest nuclear rival.  The 
concomitant has been U.S. superiority in a quantitative, if not qualitative, sense with 
regard to the rest of the nuclear-armed states.  In short, presidents have said that the 
United States must either have a nuclear advantage itself or deny such an advantage to its 
competitors.  A condition of U.S. inferiority, however defined, always has been deemed 
unacceptable. 
 
The “second to none” yardstick of the George W. Bush administration is in keeping with 
this tradition.  (Indeed, in the 1960 presidential campaign, then-Senator John Kennedy 
urged that, “We must make invulnerable a nuclear retaliatory power second to none.”)89  
Although the specific measures associated with the Bush standard have never been 
disclosed, the president did set a goal of 1,700-2,200 operationally deployed strategic 
nuclear warheads (ODSNWs) by 201290 (down from some 6,000 warheads at the start of 
his tenure),91 and this warhead level subsequently was codified for both the United States 
and Russia in the 2002 Moscow Treaty.  At the end of 2007, the United States had 
somewhat less than 2,900 ODSNWs,92 while Russia had roughly 2,600.  It remains to be 
seen whether the United States will match whatever number Russia selects within the 
1,700-2,200 range or accept some disparity favoring Moscow.93  (START II, an earlier 
arms agreement supported by President George H.W. Bush and President Clinton but 
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never entered into force, also established a range—3,000-3,500—for the number of 
warheads deployed by each country.) 
 
The policy that the United States must have parity or better has coexisted with 
presidential beliefs that, after a certain point, the nuclear advantage of one side or the 
other would make little difference in the event of war, that pursuit of an advantage could 
be counterproductive, and that negotiated restrictions on, and reductions in, nuclear 
forces are necessary.  Nevertheless, “superiority” or “parity,” particularly in numerical 
terms, has remained the desideratum and “inferiority” the danger.  There have been at 
least three reasons for this.  First, concern by presidents and their advisers that a nuclear 
imbalance unfavorable to the United States could encourage aggression by an opponent, 
even if the limits of superiority were apparent to U.S. officials.  Second, unease that allies 
might be unsettled by such an imbalance and rendered less sure of U.S. leadership.  And 
third, worry that ceding an advantage to an adversary could have adverse political 
repercussions at home as well as abroad.   
 
Regarding the last point, a number of examples suggest a political aversion to second 
place that reinforces the strategic motives for ensuring at least nuclear parity.  The 
bomber and missile “gaps” of the Eisenhower years and the “window of vulnerability” 
during the Carter administration were not only strategic issues, but also matters of 
political controversy (and anxiety) about whether the Soviet Union was overtaking the 
United States in the arms competition.  After the debates on the 1972 Strategic Arms 
Limitation Treaty (SALT I) and the 1993 START II agreement, Congress passed 
resolutions requiring that the “levels of intercontinental strategic forces” for the United 
States would not be “inferior” to those of the Soviet Union (SALT I joint resolution of 
approval)94 and that the “accountable warheads” of the Russian Federation “in no case 
[would exceed] the comparable number of accountable warheads possessed by the United 
States to an extent that a strategic imbalance endangering the national security interests of 
the United States results” (START II Senate resolution of ratification).95  When, in the 
last years of the Clinton administration, the Cox Committee report96 and the Wen Ho Lee 
case97 raised questions about the extent to which espionage had enabled China to improve 
its nuclear arsenal at the expense of the United States, a cabinet officer was quick to offer 
the assurance that “the United States still maintains an overwhelming nuclear weapons 
superiority; we have some 6,000 strategic nuclear warheads whereas China has less than 
two dozen strategic missiles.”98  Nuclear advantage appears to matter, even if many 
believe the catastrophic nature of nuclear war argues otherwise.  Political leaders and the 
public may accept not being ahead, but are loath to fall behind. 
 
 

7.  Nuclear forces support security commitments to defend key allies. 
 
The U.S. nuclear arsenal has never defended the United States alone.  “Nuclear 
guarantees,” constituting the “nuclear umbrella,” always have been extended to protect 
others (thus the term “extended deterrence”).  As the Nuclear Posture Review of the 
Clinton administration affirmed, “the United States has not only a national deterrent 
posture, but an international nuclear posture.”99  A high-level State Department advisory 
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group recently determined that through a web of treaties and other security ties “[s]ome 
30 nations now depend on the United States for protection against nuclear weapons.”100  
 
In the early years of the Cold War, before the Soviet Union gained the ability to deliver a 
nuclear attack against the United States, the chief purpose of the nuclear-armed Strategic 
Air Command (SAC) was to defend Western Europe against Soviet conventional or 
nuclear aggression.101  In subsequent years, the abiding commitment to NATO was an 
important determinant of all aspects of the U.S. nuclear posture—strategy, plans, forces, 
and deployments.  Preservation of U.S. superiority in nuclear arms was long thought 
necessary to counterbalance the larger conventional forces the Soviets and their satellites 
could mass against the Western alliance.  To maintain the defense of NATO after the loss 
of nuclear superiority, the United States gradually incorporated into its war plans an 
increasing number of nuclear attack options that, by limiting the scope and scale of U.S. 
retaliation, were intended to bolster the credibility of deterrent threats made on behalf of 
the allies.  A variety of U.S. nonstrategic nuclear forces were deployed in NATO 
countries, not only to provide local firepower for breaking up a Warsaw Pact offensive, 
but to create a tangible link between NATO-Europe and the U.S. strategic nuclear forces 
based outside the continent; this was the primary reason for the deployment of U.S. 
ground-launched cruise missiles and intermediate-range ballistic missiles in Western 
Europe during the 1980s.  In addition to the U.S. nuclear forces in Europe, a portion of 
the warheads on U.S. nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs) were 
specifically designated for NATO use, an allocation repeatedly approved at the White 
House level.102  As part of its nuclear guarantee, the United States also brought the 
NATO allies into its planning for the employment of nuclear weapons.   
 
Though its origins are in the Cold War, the U.S. nuclear commitment to NATO remains 
in force and valued.  The latest NATO Strategic Concept, adopted by the United States 
and other alliance members a decade after the Berlin Wall fell, defines continuing 
requirements for nonstrategic and strategic nuclear forces.103  The Strategic Concept, 
which outlines guidance for the development of NATO policies and military plans, cites a 
number of dangers that could emerge from the uncertain evolution and political 
instability of the post-Cold War security environment.  These include a renewed threat of 
large-scale conventional aggression, an escalating peripheral conflict into which NATO 
countries might be drawn, and nuclear arms or other weapons of mass destruction in the 
hands of hostile states.  Both conventional and nuclear forces, according to the guidance, 
are needed to meet such dangers and prevent coercion or attack.  “Nuclear weapons,” 
says the document, “make a unique contribution in rendering the risks of aggression 
against the Alliance incalculable and unacceptable.  Thus, they remain essential to 
preserve peace.”  U.S. strategic forces are characterized as part of “the supreme guarantee 
of the security of the Allies.”  And European-based nonstrategic nuclear forces “provide 
an essential link with strategic nuclear forces, reinforcing the transatlantic link.”  While 
the nuclear commitment to NATO remains, albeit with modifications, the related nuclear 
capabilities are significantly diminished.  The nonstrategic nuclear weapons for the 
defense of NATO have been reduced by 90 percent since the end of the Cold War and are 
now limited to “a few hundred” bombs for dual-capable strike aircraft.  (Some number of 
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sea-launched cruise missiles carried by attack submarines also could be made available 
for this purpose.)104    
 
Countries in East Asia, including Japan and South Korea, also have been covered by the 
U.S. nuclear umbrella.  Japan and South Korea have been formally allied with the United 
States since the early 1950s.  U.S. nuclear guarantees are part of these bilateral alliances.  
In line with the commitment to Seoul, the United States based nuclear weapons in South 
Korea from the Eisenhower administration until the George H.W. Bush administration, 
when they were removed under the September 1991 Presidential Nuclear Initiative.105  
Since the withdrawal, the guarantee has been backed by other U.S. nuclear forces. 
 
The long-standing nuclear commitments to South Korea and Japan came to the fore in 
late 2006, after North Korea’s detonation of a nuclear device created grave apprehension 
in Seoul and Tokyo.  Hours after the October 9 test, the president announced from the 
White House that he “had affirmed to our allies in the region, including South Korea and 
Japan, that the United States will meet the full range of our deterrent and security 
commitments.”106  Less than two weeks later, the secretary of state traveled to Tokyo 
and, with the Japanese foreign minister at her side, told the press, “I reaffirmed the 
President’s statement of October 9th that the United States has the will and capability to 
meet the full range—and I underscore full range—of its deterrent and security 
commitments to Japan.”107  Shortly afterward, the secretary of defense met in 
Washington with his South Korean counterpart and “offered assurances of firm U.S. 
commitment and immediate support to the ROK [Republic of Korea], including 
continuation of the extended deterrence offered by the U.S. nuclear umbrella, consistent 
with the Mutual Defense Treaty.”108  The same nuclear commitment emphasized in these 
Bush administration statements was expressed more vividly by President Clinton during 
the earlier years of the persistent security challenge posed by North Korea’s pursuit of 
nuclear weapons.  Standing at the Demilitarized Zone in July 1993, the president 
explained to reporters—and other interested parties—that Pyongyang’s nuclear ambition 
“doesn’t make any sense.  When you examine the nature of the American security 
commitments to Korea, to Japan, to this region, it is pointless for them to try to develop 
nuclear weapons, because if they ever use them it would be the end of their country.  All 
they have to do is read our security agreements.”109   
 
In the George W. Bush administration, assuring NATO, Japan, South Korea, and other 
allies of the solidity of American security commitments has been set as one of the main 
objectives for U.S. nuclear forces.  (The others are dissuading adversaries from 
competing militarily with the United States, deterring coercion or attack against the 
United States and its security partners, and defeating an enemy while defending the 
United States, allies, and friends.)  The requirement to assure allies is one reason for the 
force level of 1,700-2,200 ODSNWs.  This level is thought sufficient to maintain parity 
with Russia, the other leading nuclear state, and avoid an inferior position that allies 
might find troubling.  (In addition to the needs of assurance, the size of the nuclear 
arsenal reflects “the force structure needed to provide options to halt the [ongoing 
nuclear] drawdown or to allow the redeployment of warheads to enforce the goals of 
deterrence and dissuasion; the number and types of targets to be held at risk for 
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deterrence; and the forces needed to defeat adversaries across a spectrum of conflicts and 
scenarios.”)110  
 
U.S. nuclear guarantees have been intended to discourage proliferation, by assuring allies 
and friends, as well as to deter aggression.  As long ago as the Johnson administration, 
security guarantees were recognized for their potential to combat proliferation.  In 
November 1964, less than a month after the first Chinese nuclear test, President Johnson 
established the Committee on Nuclear Proliferation to advise him on ways of preventing 
the spread of nuclear weapons.  The group was chaired by Roswell Gilpatric, deputy 
secretary of defense in the Kennedy administration, and included individuals with 
government, legal, business, and scientific backgrounds.  (Two members, Herbert York 
and George Kistiakowsky, became prominent arms control advocates.)  In its January 
1965 report, the Gilpatric Committee recommended, among other things, a “credible 
assurance of United States action in the event of a nuclear attack on India in exchange for 
an Indian commitment not to acquire nuclear weapons,” a reaffirmation of the U.S. 
defense commitment to Japan, and an effort by the Defense Department to consider “the 
development of any weapons systems necessary to back our commitments to nations 
electing not to develop their own nuclear weapons.”111  In a presentation made during the 
deliberations of the committee, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara said he was 
“willing to pay a substantial price” to limit proliferation, including the provision of 
security guarantees to countries contemplating nuclear arsenals of their own.112 
 
Since the Gilpatric Committee, officials in a number of administrations have pointed to 
the value of extended deterrence in stemming proliferation.  President Nixon’s secretary 
of defense, James Schlesinger, observed that “one element affecting [the] extent and 
velocity [of nuclear proliferation] is the degree to which other countries believe that the 
U.S. strategic deterrent continues—or fails—to protect them.”113  Harold Brown, defense 
secretary in the Carter administration, likewise cautioned that “[t]he loss of confidence in 
the U.S. nuclear deterrent could, as one extreme result, lead to heightened and accelerated 
efforts by other nations to acquire nuclear capabilities of their own.”114  Walter 
Slocombe, under secretary of defense for policy in the Clinton administration, called the 
U.S. nuclear umbrella “an important nonproliferation tool,” explaining,  
 

[i]t has removed incentives for key allies in a still dangerous world to develop and 
deploy their own nuclear forces, as many are quite capable of doing from a 
technical point of view.  Indeed, our strong security relationships have probably 
played as great a role in nonproliferation over the past 40 years as the NPT [Non-
Proliferation Treaty] or any other single factor.115   

 
The George W. Bush administration has taken a similar position.  In July 2007, the 
secretaries of state, defense, and energy issued a rare joint statement that described the 
relationship between the national security policy and nuclear weapons of the United 
States, including the contribution to nonproliferation: 
 

We seek to assure allies that the U.S. nuclear arsenal continues to serve as the 
ultimate guarantor of their security, thus obviating any need for them to develop 
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nuclear weapons of their own.  …Credible U.S. nuclear capabilities and our security 
commitment to allies remain an indispensable part of deterrence and an important 
element in our effort to limit proliferation.116   

 
These past and present assertions of the anti-proliferation effect of extended deterrence 
appear to have empirical merit.  Reviews of proliferation case studies offer evidence that 
U.S. guarantees have contributed to decisions by Germany, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, 
Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Australia, Italy, and Norway to forgo nuclear weapons 
programs.117  In this same vein, a recent congressional study, based in part on interviews 
with foreign officials and observers, concluded that whether the governments in Riyadh 
and Ankara decided to seek nuclear weapons in response to an Iranian bomb would 
depend largely on the perceived strength of U.S. security guarantees.  In the case of 
Turkey, staff from the office of Senator Richard Lugar held a closed meeting with 
“influential Turkish politicians” and asked 
 

how Turkey would respond to an Iranian acquisition of nuclear weapons.  These 
politicians emphatically responded that Turkey would pursue nuclear weapons as 
well.  These individuals stated, “Turkey would lose its importance in the region if 
Iran has nuclear weapons and Turkey does not.”  Another politician said it would be 
“compulsory” for Turkey to obtain nuclear weapons in such a scenario.  However, 
when staff subsequently asked whether a U.S. nuclear umbrella and robust security 
commitment would be sufficient to dissuade Turkey from pursuing nuclear 
weapons, all three individuals agreed that it would.118  
 

Despite the risks nuclear guarantees entail, every administration of the last 60 years has 
supported extended deterrence as a means of protecting allies and limiting proliferation. 
 
 

8.  The option to use nuclear weapons first should be retained. 
 
Periodically it is proposed that the United States pledge not to be the first to use nuclear 
weapons in a future conflict.119  Proponents maintain that such a pledge would reinforce 
the “firebreak” against nuclear use, reduce reliance on nuclear weapons, encourage the 
development of nonnuclear alternatives, diminish political tensions, and set an example 
that would aid nonproliferation efforts.  These claims are not evaluated here.  What is 
shown is the unwillingness of the present and prior administrations to renounce the 
option of using nuclear weapons first.  The enduring reluctance to foreclose the first-use 
option in a sense is a derivative continuity that reflects the previously described role 
nuclear weapons have played in strategies for countering nonnuclear aggression 
(conventional offensives, chemical strikes, and biological attacks).  It also reflects high-
level interest in preserving the ability to preempt an imminent WMD attack, if not to take 
preventive action to disarm an adversary of its weapons of mass destruction.  
 
In the early 1960s, at a time of “ban the bomb” protests and initiatives, the Kennedy 
administration opposed a United Nations (UN) resolution aimed at prohibiting nuclear 
use, on the grounds that it infringed on the right of self-defense (protected by the UN 
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charter) and was incompatible with the nuclear guarantees that defended U.S. allies.120  In 
the early 1970s, during the initial strategic arms limitation talks, the Soviets raised the 
possibility of a mutual no-first-use declaration, which the Nixon administration rejected, 
again because of U.S. alliance commitments.121  In the mid-1970s, Ford administration 
officials testified that no-first-use legislation then in Congress “could undercut [U.S.] 
commitments to [nonnuclear] Allies, thus raising concern about their security, and 
thereby increasing their incentives to acquire independent nuclear weapons capabilities.”  
Other states, the officials went on, would be unlikely to renounce nuclear weapons on the 
basis of a U.S. no-first-use policy.122  During the 1979 Vienna summit, President Carter 
found no-first-use unacceptable because he “did not want to encourage an attack by 
promising the Soviets that a European war would be fought on their terms.”123  In the 
early 1980s, when no-first-use attracted an assortment of advocates that included Soviet 
leaders, former U.S. officials, and American Catholic bishops, the Reagan administration 
disagreed, arguing that the proposed ban would make a Warsaw Pact conventional attack 
less risky and therefore more likely, give a major impetus to proliferation among 
countries then covered by the U.S. nuclear umbrella, and tie the United States to a pact 
that was unverifiable.  Reagan officials, and their allied counterparts, instead favored 
international acceptance of the NATO and UN principle of no use of any force, 
conventional or nuclear, except to deter or defeat aggression.124  In the late 1990s, well 
after the Soviet collapse, the Clinton administration rebuffed a suggestion by the German 
foreign minister (a leader of the anti-nuclear Green Party) that NATO take the no-first-
use pledge.125  In his criticism, Secretary of Defense Cohen contended that 
 

the ambiguity involved in the issue of the use of nuclear weapons contributes to our 
own security, keeping any potential adversary who might use either chemicals or 
biologicals unsure of what our response would be.  So we think [NATO has] a 
sound doctrine.  It was adopted certainly during the Cold War, but modified…and 
reaffirmed following…the end of the Cold War.  It is an integral part of our 
strategic concept and we think it should remain exactly as it is.126   

 
President Clinton himself issued guidance for the employment of nuclear weapons that 
reserved the right to use nuclear weapons first.127  For more than four decades, then, no-
first-use has been regarded as a policy unsuitable for the United States and its allies. 
 
At the same time, the United States has placed limits on its first-use option, although how 
stringent they are is unclear.  In addition to the nuclear guarantees extended to allies, the 
United States has provided “negative security assurances” by which it promises, with 
certain exceptions, not to resort to nuclear use against nonnuclear states.  (“Positive 
security assurances” are pledges to aid nonnuclear states that are targets of nuclear 
intimidation or attack.)  Like nuclear guarantees, negative security assurances are 
intended to discourage proliferation by limiting the threats nonnuclear countries face.  At 
the 1978 UN Special Session on Disarmament, Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, on behalf 
of President Carter, declared that,  
 

The United States will not use nuclear weapons against any non-nuclear weapons 
state party to the NPT or any comparable internationally binding commitment not to 
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acquire nuclear explosive devices, except in the case of an attack on the United 
States, its territories or armed forces, or its allies, by such a state allied to a nuclear-
weapons state or associated with a nuclear-weapons state in carrying out or 
sustaining the attack.128 

 
The exception was meant to exempt the U.S. commitment to use nuclear weapons, if 
necessary, to defend NATO against a large-scale Warsaw Pact conventional attack 
(which would include the forces of nonnuclear East European countries allied with the 
Soviet Union, a nuclear weapon state) and protect South Korea against similar aggression 
by the communist North (which had military alliances with the Soviet Union and nuclear-
armed China). 
 
In 1995, the Clinton administration restated the U.S. negative security assurance in order 
to gain the support of nonnuclear states for an indefinite extension of the NPT.  Through 
his secretary of state, President Clinton gave this assurance to the NPT Review and 
Extension Conference: 
 

The United States reaffirms that it will not use nuclear weapons against any non-
nuclear weapon [NPT parties] except in the case of an invasion or any other attack 
on the United States, its territories, its armed forces or other troops, its allies, or on 
a State towards which it has a security commitment, carried out or sustained by 
such a non-nuclear-weapon State in association or alliance with a nuclear-weapon 
State.129 

 
The restatement of the assurance seemingly made the exception more restricted.  Alliance 
with a nuclear state alone would not be sufficient to permit nuclear use against a 
nonnuclear state that attacked the United States or an ally.  Instead, aggression by the 
nonnuclear state would have to involve the participation of the nuclear state with which 
the nonnuclear state was aligned.   
 
Later statements by Clinton administration officials, however, raised questions about the 
extent to which the United States was constrained from nuclear use in response to certain 
nonnuclear attacks.  In early 1996, the United States signed a protocol to the African 
Nuclear-Weapon-Free-Zone (ANWFZ) Treaty in which it pledged not to use or threaten 
to use nuclear weapons against parties to the agreement.  As the ink dried, the senior 
director for defense policy and arms control on the National Security Council (NSC) staff 
announced that the protocol “will not limit options available to the United States in 
response to an attack by an AN[W]FZ party using weapons of mass destruction.”130  (At 
the time, the United States was concerned about the chemical weapons capabilities of 
Libya, a hostile country that was a signatory to both the ANWFZ Treaty and the NPT.)131  
The option of nuclear use was said to be justified on the basis of “belligerent reprisal,” a 
rule of international law under which the illegal action of an aggressor permits the victim 
to carry out, within limits, retaliation otherwise contrary to its international obligations.  
Chemical or biological use would violate the 1925 Geneva Protocol, a treaty included in 
the customary international law applicable to all countries, thus giving the United States 
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license to respond in a way at odds with its negative security assurances.  Moreover, the 
negative security assurances were considered politically rather than legally binding.132   
 
Two weeks after the United States acceded to the ANWFZ Treaty protocol, Secretary of 
Defense Perry warned that “if some nation were to attack the United States with chemical 
weapons, then they would have to fear the consequences of a response from any weapon 
in our inventory.  …we could make a devastating response without the use of nuclear 
weapons, but we would not forswear that possibility.”133  The next year, administration 
representatives explained that a new presidential directive on nuclear weapons policy did 
not exclude nuclear retaliation for a chemical or biological attack.134  According to one, 
the United States reserved the right to use nuclear weapons first against an opponent that 
“was not a state in good standing under the Non-Proliferation Treaty or an equivalent 
international convention.”135  It was, he said, “not difficult to define a scenario in which a 
rogue state would use chemical weapons or biological weapons and not be afforded 
protection under our negative security assurance.”136  A few months later, in early 1998, 
an assistant secretary of state, after denying Russian reports of U.S. plans to use nuclear 
weapons against Iraq, added, “We have worked hard to fashion non-nuclear responses to 
the threat or use of weapons of mass destruction in order to give military commanders 
and the president a range of options from which to choose.  …Nevertheless, we do not 
rule out in advance any capability available to us [in] a situation in which the US, our 
allies and our forces have been attacked with chemical or biological weapons.”137  In the 
last year of the Clinton administration, an unnamed “senior official” told a reporter, “It 
doesn’t really matter what your policy is.  In the real world, you’re going to do what you 
have to do.”138 
 
A similar position was taken by a ranking Bush administration official in 2002, though on 
the record.  During an interview, John Bolton, the under secretary of state for arms 
control and international security, characterized negative security assurances as reflecting 
“an unrealistic view of the international situation,” and said, “[w]e are just not into 
theoretical assertions that other administrations have made.”  If the United States were 
attacked, “we would have to do what is appropriate under the circumstances, and the 
classic formulation of that is, we are not ruling anything in and we are not ruling anything 
out.”  The objective, Bolton emphasized, was to “create a situation where nobody uses 
weapons of mass destruction of any kind.”139  After questions were raised about these 
comments, the State Department publicly reaffirmed every word of the Clinton 
administration’s 1995 pledge, cited the threats made by the George H.W. Bush 
administration before the 1991 Gulf war, and referred to Secretary Perry’s 1996 
statement.  The intent was to demonstrate continuity with the past: “This has been a very 
consistent policy of 20 or 30 years. …there is no change.”  And, consistent with 
statements made during the Clinton administration, the State Department also noted that, 
“the policy says that we will do whatever is necessary to deter the use of weapons of 
mass destruction against the United States, it allies and its interests.  If a weapon of mass 
destruction is used against the United States or its allies, we will not rule out any specific 
type of military response.”140    
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In short, the negative security assurance first offered by the Carter administration has 
been made elastic by the Clinton and George W. Bush administrations in order to 
accommodate the competing demands of discouraging nuclear proliferation and deterring 
chemical or biological attack.  The result has been preservation of the first-use option in 
the event of attack. 
 
In addition to the presumed value of nuclear weapons for deterring or responding to 
nonnuclear aggression, the United States has retained the option of first use to forestall a 
WMD attack.  In the initial years of the Cold War there was some high-level 
consideration of preventive nuclear war to head off Soviet acquisition of atomic and, 
later, thermonuclear capabilities, but these discussions never led to concrete military 
preparations toward that end.141  U.S. nuclear war plans between the early 1950s and at 
least the late 1970s did, however, include preemptive options to strike at, among other 
targets, the nuclear forces of the enemy (the Soviet Union or China).  The open record 
reveals that preemptive as well as retaliatory alternatives were incorporated in the Single 
Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP) from its first version, SIOP-62, which came into 
effect at the start of the Kennedy administration, to one of its several subsequent 
revisions, SIOP-5D, which was approved during President Carter’s term.142  The planned 
preemptive strikes were designed to neutralize opposing nuclear missiles and bombers 
before they could be launched against the United States and its allies.  (In the 1950s, 
when the United States was dependent on bombers to carry out long-range nuclear 
attacks, it also was important to send these aircraft aloft before their bases were hit.)  Had 
there been strategic warning of an imminent nuclear attack, the president could have 
ordered nuclear preemption.  Warning of such an attack probably would have occurred in 
the context of an intense crisis or an ongoing conventional war.  Warning indicators 
might have included heightened alert for enemy nuclear forces and strategic defenses, 
movement of forces, relocation of leadership elements to wartime command posts, 
evacuation of urban areas, and certain types of communications (alert orders, status 
reports, intelligence updates, plan changes)—some potentially vulnerable to intercept by 
U.S. intelligence-gathering capabilities.143  In late 1980, Secretary of Defense Brown was 
asked in a closed Senate hearing on nuclear strategy whether the United States had a plan 
to deal with a situation where “our intelligence, for instance, gave us 100-percent 
assurance that there was an intended strike on us unless we did something about it.”  
Brown replied, “There are options that cover that situation.”144  (The rest of his answer 
was deleted from the declassified transcript.)         
 
It was improbable, of course, that warning of an attack would ever be “100-percent” sure, 
and this reality raised the serious danger of false preemption and nuclear war by error.  
Moreover, it also was unlikely that the United States could execute a disarming attack 
that would leave the enemy with no residual nuclear forces with which to retaliate.  As a 
consequence, presidents have shown little enthusiasm for preemptive nuclear options, 
even in the period when the nuclear power of the United States was at its peak.  When 
President Eisenhower “contemplated a failure of deterrence, a rapid, perhaps pre-emptive 
counter-force strike to minimize the damage inflicted on the United States and its allies 
seemed to be the least bad of the range of horrific measures.”145  President Kennedy 
concluded that “preemption was not possible for us” after hearing a highly classified 
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NSC briefing that projected the United States would suffer tens of millions of casualties 
in a nuclear war even if it struck first.146  Nonetheless, as noted, preemptive options 
remained in the SIOP well into the 1970s, if not later. 
 
In more recent years, the matter of preemption has arisen in the context of increased 
concern about the threats posed by WMD proliferation.  In 1997, in explaining U.S. 
negative security assurances and the conditions under which the United States might 
resort to nuclear use, a senior Clinton administration official said that, “if a state that we 
are engaged in conflict with is a nuclear-capable state, we do not necessarily intend to 
wait until that state uses nuclear weapons first—we reserve the right to use nuclear 
weapons first in a conflict whether its [sic] CW [chemical weapons], BW [biological 
weapons] or for that matter conventional [weapons].”147  In the George W. Bush 
administration, preemption has been described as one of a number of counterproliferation 
tools.  This point is made in key strategy documents: National Security Strategy of the 
United States of America (2006), National Defense Strategy (2008), and The National 
Military Strategy of the United States of America (2004).148  National Security Strategy 
holds that “[i]f necessary, …under long-standing principles of self-defense, we do not 
rule out the use of force before attacks occur, even if uncertainty remains as to the time 
and place of the enemy’s attack.  When the consequences of an attack with WMD are 
potentially so devastating, we cannot afford to stand idly by as grave dangers materialize.  
This is the principle and logic of preemption.”149  “Preemption” as used by the Bush 
administration appears to encompass preventive attacks to stop or roll back WMD 
acquisition as well as attacks that anticipate impending WMD use (the latter falling under 
the standard definition of “preemption”).150  It also is important to recognize that the 
Bush “principle of preemption” does not explicitly refer to the use of nuclear weapons for 
this purpose.  But by the same token, nuclear use is not expressly excluded.  Whether the 
ambiguity is calculated or unintentional is unclear on the basis of public sources. 
 
In sum, presidents have kept the first-use option for three reasons:  to maintain defense 
commitments to allies, to deter nonnuclear aggression (particularly chemical or biological 
use), and to preempt WMD attack.   
  
 

9.  A minimum deterrence force is inadequate to meet defense requirements. 
 
A “minimum deterrence” force, according to proponents, would inhibit attack by 
threatening nuclear retaliatory strikes against some number of the would-be aggressor’s 
urban-industrial centers and those targets alone.  For deterring the Soviet Union, the oft-
cited benchmark was 200 cities, the destruction of which was calculated to require 
delivery of a few hundred nuclear warheads by a fleet of ballistic missile submarines or 
other highly survivable force.  Because the requisite numbers of targets and warheads 
essentially are fixed, this alternative also has been called a “finite deterrence” force, as 
opposed to a force that increases in response to growth in the number of military or other 
targets or to vulnerabilities imposed by improvements in enemy capabilities. 
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In the late 1950s and early 1960s, minimum deterrence was advocated by the Navy, with 
the support of the Army.  The deployment of the first submarine-launched ballistic 
missiles (SLBMs), which were better suited to counter-city than counter-military attacks, 
was presented as an opportunity to move away from existing plans and forces for striking 
a few thousand enemy installations, including those for military forces, with a 
comparable number of bomber and missile weapons.  The threat to a specific number of 
cities was asserted to be an adequate deterrent; no careful effort was made to look at 
matters from the Soviet perspective or to examine a minimum deterrence force across the 
range of contingencies in which nuclear weapons might come into play.  The advantages 
claimed for minimum deterrence were cost savings, avoidance of excessive destruction 
(“overkill”), and a slowdown in the “arms race” (because the United States would not 
need to react to changes in Soviet nuclear forces and those forces would not face the 
threat of U.S. strikes.)151  This strategic logic was not, however, the sole or even primary 
motive for Navy and Army support of minimum deterrence.  Histories by the Office of 
the Secretary of Defense, as well as other accounts, make clear that the two services saw 
minimum deterrence as a means of shifting defense dollars away from the Air Force and 
preparations for nuclear war and into their own programs and forces for conventional 
conflict.152   
 
Not surprisingly, the SAC-dominated Air Force opposed minimum deterrence.  
Representatives of the service and others made several arguments against the proposal.  A 
minimum deterrence force in general would be less resilient and flexible than one that 
was larger and more diversified.  Such a small force could be considerably more 
vulnerable to disarming attacks or defensive measures, for example, which could 
introduce greater instability into the nuclear balance.  If both sides had minimum 
deterrence forces, covert force deployments and the danger of surprise would be of 
greater consequence.  Without forces capable of striking at enemy nuclear forces, the 
ability to limit damage through offensive operations would be lost.  Threats to destroy the 
enemy’s cities in response to attacks on allies would be less credible than threats against 
opposing nuclear and other military forces, thus undermining extended deterrence 
commitments.  If nuclear forces no longer served as a crutch for conventional 
weaknesses, greater investment in nonnuclear capabilities would be needed, offsetting the 
savings from the move to minimum deterrence.  And, some argued, deliberately targeting 
cities, as opposed to causing noncombatant harm as an unintended consequence of strikes 
on other targets, was morally and, under the law of armed conflict, legally wrong.153  
 
The Eisenhower administration sided with the Air Force and rejected minimum 
deterrence.  Then-Secretary of Defense Thomas Gates told a congressional committee 
that 
 

in order to maintain a valid deterrent we have to maintain a deterrent force capable 
of knocking out [the enemy’s] military power and not just bombing his cities.  What 
we would actually do depends on circumstances, but we are adjusting our power to 
a counterforce theory; or a mixture of a counterforce theory plus attacks on 
industrial centers and things of that character.  We are not basing our requirement 
on just bombing Russia for retaliation purposes.154  
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Although President Eisenhower at times expressed concern about “overkill” (once 
asking, “How many times do we have to destroy Russia?”),155 he approved an “optimum 
mix” of some 2,000 military and urban-industrial targets that included enemy bomber 
bases, ICBM sites, control centers, nuclear weapons facilities, and air defense bases, as 
well as targets located in urban areas.156  Eisenhower maintained a bomber force of well 
over 1,000 aircraft, to which initial deployments of land- and sea-based ballistic missiles 
were added.  At the time he left office, the strategic force, when fully generated, was 
capable of delivering more than ten times the number of nuclear weapons associated with 
minimum deterrence.157   
 
Like his predecessor, President Kennedy sometimes questioned whether the United States 
was “get[ting] into the overkill business.”158  Yet his administration, too, did not accept 
minimum deterrence.  Instead, in the tense international conditions of the early 1960s, 
Kennedy accelerated the buildup in U.S. nuclear arms.159  His secretary of defense, 
Robert McNamara, called minimum deterrence an “extreme” posture.  (“Full first strike 
capability” received the same label.)  In a memorandum to the president, McNamara 
rejected minimum deterrence on two of the grounds mentioned above: lack of an ability 
to limit damage in the event of war and insufficient capability for a credible threat to 
deter Soviet aggression against allies.160   
 
Though McNamara later would emphasize the ability of U.S. strategic forces to survive a 
first strike and carry out a retaliatory attack that could destroy 20-30 percent of the 
population and 50-70 percent of the industry of the Soviet Union, this did not indicate 
acceptance of a minimum deterrence posture.  Even after giving prominence to this 
“assured destruction” capability, McNamara characterized a “cities only” strategy as 
“dangerously inadequate.”161  Throughout his long tenure, a large force of bombers and 
missiles with thousands of nuclear warheads remained deployed and war plans that 
included damage-limiting strikes against Soviet nuclear capabilities remained in effect.  
McNamara used the assured destruction percentages as a budget cudgel to limit requests 
for additional nuclear forces, arguing that, at those levels of lethality, the United States 
already was on the “flat of the curve” and more weapons would yield only marginal 
increases in retaliatory damage.  (As with minimum deterrence, the deterrent effect of 
assured destruction was asserted, not assessed through analysis of the motivations and 
views of Soviet leaders.)162  One of McNamara’s deputies has recalled that assured 
destruction “provided a basis for denying service and Congressional claims for more 
money for strategic forces [and] served the purpose of dramatizing for the Congress and 
the public the awful consequences of large-scale nuclear war and its inappropriateness as 
an instrument of policy.  (However, it was never proposed by McNamara or his staff that 
nuclear weapons actually be used in this way.)”163  
 
Subsequent administrations likewise would find minimum deterrence unacceptable.  
President Nixon warned,  
 

I must not be—and my successors must not be—limited to the indiscriminate mass 
destruction of enemy civilians as the sole possible response to challenges.  This is 
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especially so when that response involves the likelihood of triggering nuclear 
attacks on our own population.  It would be inconsistent with the political meaning 
of [strategic] sufficiency to base our force planning solely on some finite—and 
theoretical—capacity to inflict casualties presumed to be unacceptable to the other 
side.164   

 
Nixon also worried that if U.S. nuclear capabilities were reduced to a minimum 
deterrence force, “the Soviets might well seize the opportunity to step up their programs 
and achieve a significant margin of strategic superiority” and the allies would lose 
confidence in U.S. nuclear guarantees.165   
 
The Reagan administration objected to minimum deterrence as “neither moral nor 
prudent.”  Caspar Weinberger, Reagan’s first secretary of defense, registered the 
administration’s strong disagreement “with those who hold that deterrence should be 
based on nuclear weapons designed to destroy cities rather than military targets.”  He 
went on to explain that,  
 

Deliberately designing weapons aimed at populations is neither necessary nor 
sufficient for deterrence.  If we are forced to retaliate and can only respond by 
destroying population centers, we invite the destruction of our own population.  
Such a deterrent strategy is hardly likely to carry conviction as a deterrent, 
particularly as a deterrent to nuclear—let alone conventional—attack on an ally.  
…To talk of actions that the U.S. Government could not, in good conscience, and in 
prudence, undertake tends to defeat the goal of deterrence.166   

 
Rather than a minimum deterrence force, the United States “need[ed] to be able to use 
[nuclear] force responsibly and discriminately, in a manner appropriate to the nature of [a 
Soviet] nuclear attack.”167 
 
In the post-Cold War period, minimum deterrence continues to lack serious appeal 
among senior officials.  During the second Clinton term, for example, Under Secretary of 
Defense for Policy Slocombe cautioned a Senate committee about the “risks and 
disadvantages” of a force with only a “couple of hundred” nuclear weapons.168  The first, 
in his view, was the danger that “low numbers” might enable lesser powers to catch up to 
the United States.  (Some years later, Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld made the flip side 
of this argument, contending that a force of 1,700-2,200 ODSNWs would help “dissuade 
the emergence of potential or would-be competitors by underscoring the futility of trying 
to sprint toward parity with us.”)169  The second, Slocombe said, was the possibility that a 
very small force would be vulnerable to attack.  And the third drawback was that such a 
force might support only a “city-busting strategy,” which, Slocombe reminded the 
senators, “has never been U.S. policy.”  (It is worth noting that he made these points in 
presenting the case against proposals for the near-term abolition of nuclear weapons.) 
 
To summarize, several administrations have judged minimum deterrence inadequate for 
U.S. and allied security on the grounds that such a posture would: 1) violate moral and 
legal strictures; 2) encourage arms competition (“sprints” toward parity or superiority);  
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3) lack credibility to deter attacks on allies; 4) increase vulnerability to disarming attacks; 
5) offer few retaliatory options in the event of war; 6) invite nuclear attacks on American 
cities in the wake of U.S. retaliatory strikes; and 7) provide little, if any, offensive 
capability for limiting damage from enemy attacks.   
 
As a coda to this discussion, consider the case of Jimmy Carter.  Prior to his inauguration, 
President-elect Carter met with the Joint Chiefs of Staff.  At one of their meetings, he 
“startled” the chiefs by suggesting the United States and Soviet Union could reduce their 
nuclear forces to 200 ballistic missiles each.170  Several months after taking office, 
President Carter directed the secretary of defense to undertake “a review of US [nuclear] 
targeting policy.”171  This Nuclear Targeting Policy Review (NTPR) was conducted over 
an 18-month period.172  During that time, the president evinced an interest in nuclear 
matters by, for example, participating in two nuclear exercises and ordering changes in 
“the so-called ‘Black Book,’ [SIOP Decision Handbook] which provides the president a 
written and graphic view of his alternatives for executing the SIOP.”173  Near the end of 
his term, in July 1980, President Carter signed Presidential Directive 59 (PD-59),174 
which drew on the findings of the NTPR and gave “guidance for the continuing evolution 
of U.S. [nuclear] planning, targeting, and systems acquisition.”175  The policies, plans, 
and capabilities related to PD-59 included the following: 
 

• plans informed by specific political-military objectives set by the president; 
 

• deterrence of nonnuclear as well as nuclear attacks against the United States, its 
forces, and allies; 

 
• deterrence of aggression by the promise to deny Soviet leaders “victory,” however 

they might define such an outcome (thus the PD-59 approach was described as the 
“countervailing strategy”); 

 
• the targeting of elements of power highly valued by the Soviet leadership—

political and military control, nuclear and conventional forces, and war-
supporting industries; 

 
• no targeting of enemy civilian population per se; 

 
• a range of attack options, both preplanned in peacetime and improvised in crisis 

or war, to enable appropriate responses to different types and levels of attacks; 
 

• measures for “escalation control” to keep a limited nuclear war limited, even if 
such an eventuality was thought unlikely; 

 
• nuclear forces capable of flexible use; 

 
• nuclear forces and associated command, control, communications, and 

intelligence (C3I) systems that could survive attack and remain operational during 
a protracted war lasting weeks or months; 
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• a nuclear “secure reserve force” for use during or after a prolonged conflict (to 

hedge against wartime uncertainties or deter coercion by third countries, for 
example); 

 
• capabilities for “bargaining effectively to terminate [a] war on acceptable terms 

that are as favorable as practical” (excerpt from PD-59); 
 

• an existing force of  over 1,000 ICBMs, 600 SLBMs, and more than 400 long- 
and medium-range bombers, with more than 9,000 nuclear warheads; and 

 
• ongoing programs for new ICBMs (MX), SLBMs (Trident), and air-launched 

cruise missiles, as well as improved C3I support.176 
 
In response to criticisms from Capitol Hill, assorted commentators, and arms control 
groups, Carter administration officials characterized the “countervailing strategy” and its 
various aspects as wholly consistent with past practice.  As one of their statements put it, 
 

The fundamental premises of our countervailing strategy are a natural evolution of 
the conceptual foundations built over the course of a generation.  PD-59 is not a 
new strategic doctrine; it is not a radical departure from past U.S. strategic policy.  
Our countervailing strategy, as formally stated in PD-59, is in fact, a refinement, a 
codification of previous statements of our strategic policy.  PD-59 takes the same 
essential strategic doctrine, and restates it more clearly, more cogently, in the light 
of current conditions and current capabilities.177  

 
PD-59 indeed represented continuity with the past and for this very reason was far 
removed from the 200-missile minimum deterrence force Jimmy Carter broached with 
the Joint Chiefs before the start of his administration. 
 
 

10.  A triad of strategic nuclear forces is valuable for its resilience, survivability, 
and flexibility.  

 
The first operational patrol of a ballistic missile submarine began in November 1960.178  
Before then, the strategic nuclear force was composed almost entirely of bombers, with 
only a handful of ICBMs deployed.  In the nearly 50 years since, the United States has 
always maintained a mixed force of bombers, ICBMs, and SLBMs.  By the late 1960s 
and early 1970s, this tripartite force had become known as the “triad.”179  “Triad” was 
more important as a planning construct than as a label, however.  The diverse, redundant, 
flexible, and mutually reinforcing elements of the triad have made for a strategic force 
better able to adapt to changing conditions, complicate enemy attack planning, withstand 
attack, and retaliate appropriately than a force with only one or two “legs.”  This has been 
the judgment of every administration from President Nixon to President George W. Bush.    
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Because of the perceived value of the triad, at least three presidents, based on the open 
record, have included a requirement for such a force in their formal policy guidance 
regarding nuclear weapons.  In one of his National Security Decision Memoranda, 
President Ford wrote, “The United States must continue to maintain a Triad composed of 
land-based ICBMs, SLBMs, and bombers.”180  In a directive on “U.S. National Security 
Strategy,” President Reagan ordered that, “The U.S. will retain a capable and credible 
strategic triad of land-based missiles, manned bombers, and submarine-launched ballistic 
missiles.”181  And, in Presidential Decision Directive 60, President Clinton, in the words 
of a top defense aide, “reaffirm[ed] our fundamental commitment to maintain a strategic 
nuclear posture across a triad of strategic forces.”182   
 
In President Clinton’s case, the reaffirmation came after the Nuclear Posture Review of 
his first term addressed, among other things, the question, “Does the United States still 
need a triad?”183  Similarly, after a “military and force posture review” at the outset of the 
Carter administration examined the “viability and desirability of the ‘triad’ posture”184 as 
one of its topics, Secretary of Defense Brown reported to Congress that, “To survive and 
respond as the President directs, we plan to continue distributing our retaliatory capability 
suitably among the three legs of the TRIAD.”185  Though the Carter and Clinton reviews 
took place on opposite sides of the Cold War/post-Cold War divide, both were followed 
by an endorsement of the triad.  
 
Administrations have seen four major advantages in the triad.  First, each leg has a useful 
and unique set of force characteristics.  Second, weaknesses in one leg are offset by 
strengths in the others.  Third, the three legs in combination make an enemy attack 
especially difficult, thereby discouraging a first strike.  And fourth, if deterrence breaks 
down, the varied capabilities of the different legs enable a range of military responses, 
depending on the nature of the attack and the aims of the United States.  Each advantage 
is discussed below.  The main points are drawn primarily from many years of Defense 
Department annual reports in which the need for the triad has been stated and restated.186   
 
Consider first the bomber force.  Through increases in alert status, forward deployments, 
and shows of force, bombers “provide…many unique options to demonstrate U.S. resolve 
in a crisis.”187  On alert they can survive an attack against their air bases.  Their large 
payloads can accommodate a variety of conventional as well as nuclear weapons, 
including weapons with variable explosive yields and earth-penetrating bombs for use 
against hard and deeply buried targets.  Bomber weapons can be delivered with a high 
degree of accuracy.  (For many years bombers had a significant edge over ballistic 
missiles in delivery accuracy.)  As manned aircraft, bombers can be recalled from their 
missions, redirected in flight, and reconstituted after an attack for later reuse.  They can 
strike both fixed targets and, with the necessary targeting updates, those that are mobile.  
Bomber aircrews also can assess damage inflicted by earlier attacks and carry out or 
refrain from follow-on strikes.  
 
ICBMs have a high alert rate (“near 100 percent,” according to the Air Force).188  Their 
operating cost by some measures has been lower than that for bombers or SSBNs.  While 
ICBM silos are vulnerable to attack, an enemy would have to expend a large number of 
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accurate ballistic missile warheads (roughly 1,000) to eliminate the bulk of the present 
Minuteman force.189  By virtue of their alert rate, short time of flight, and reliable 
communications with higher commands, ICBMs are capable of rapid response against 
time-sensitive targets.  The combination of the high delivery accuracy and sizable 
explosive yield for their warheads gives ICBMs the capability to destroy a wide range of 
targets, including most types of hardened targets.  Single-warhead ICBMs (which 
represent a significant portion of the current Minuteman inventory)190 are better suited 
than multi-warhead missiles for certain selective strikes.  Unlike bombers, ICBMs have 
not faced active defenses that might impede the accomplishment of their missions.   
 
The SSBN fleet, “which is virtually undetectable when on patrol, is the most survivable 
and enduring element of the strategic triad.”191  Approximately two-thirds of ballistic 
missile submarines are at sea at any given time and additional submarines not in overhaul 
could be generated during a crisis.192  SLBMs today compare favorably with ICBMs in 
their responsiveness and lethality, whereas the land-based missiles had an advantage in 
the past.  Like ICBMs, SLBMs would be opposed by, at worst, limited missile defenses.  
Because of the virtual invulnerability of deployed SSBNs, a large reserve of SLBM 
warheads could be withheld during and after a conflict to: 1) enforce intrawar limitations 
(by posing the threat of reciprocal retaliation if U.S. cities were struck); 2) coerce an end 
to hostilities on terms acceptable to the United States (by threatening further escalation if 
no agreement were reached); and 3) deter opportunistic aggression by a tertius gaudens, a 
third country that might “[try] to move in to sort of pick on the bones” while the United 
States was recovering from the body blows suffered at the hands of its original 
antagonist.193    
 
In combination, the three triad legs are mutually reinforcing, with the strengths of each 
complementing the strengths of the others or compensating for their weaknesses.  For 
example, bombers based in the United States would take hours to reach their targets; 
warheads from SLBMs and ICBMs could strike within minutes to hit time-sensitive 
targets.  Bombers, on the other hand, can be used for coercive displays of military power; 
SSBNs must operate surreptitiously for their survival and silo-based ICBMs are 
stationary.  ICBMs and bombers are vulnerable to attack; SSBNs are highly survivable at 
sea.  ICBMs, however, are deployed in a few hundred silos that could only be destroyed 
by a large-scale attack; the few bomber and SSBN bases could be destroyed by a 
relatively small number of nuclear weapons.194  Each triad leg today has the weapons and 
delivery accuracy to threaten a wide range of targets.  (At present, however, only 
bombers carry earth-penetrating weapons for attacking underground targets and have 
some potential for striking mobile targets.)  “No single weapons system incorporates all 
of [the required] capabilities,” noted Frank Carlucci, President Reagan’s second secretary 
of defense, but the 
 

Triad as a whole must possess various characteristics and capabilities—including 
survivability, prompt response, endurance, mission flexibility, and sufficient 
accuracy and warhead yield…..  In their entirety, the synergistic capabilities 
provided by the three types of weapons systems incorporate all of the elements 
necessary to deter any type of nuclear attack.195  
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The mutually reinforcing nature of the triad offers a hedge against a major technical 
problem, operational failure, or technological surprise that might impair one of the legs.  
As a consequence, no single adverse development is likely to undermine the effectiveness 
of the entire strategic force.  Early in the life of the triad, John Foster, director of defense 
research and engineering under Presidents Johnson and Nixon, urged that it was 
“absolutely essential that we not rely solely on any single system…that we plan to rely 
for the foreseeable future on land-based missiles, sea-based systems, and on aircraft” 
because “any system we might build is potentially subject to being negated if the Soviets 
spend enough money and if technology advances in some possibly unforeseen ways to 
adversely affect our system vulnerability.”196  With a triad, Defense Secretary Brown 
remarked several years later, the United States “would have the time—without renewed 
fear of bomber or missile gaps—to redress any shortcomings in the exposed leg” and not 
be “driven into panicky and costly crash programs.”197   
 
The benefit cited by Foster and Brown is not hypothetical.  From the 1960s through the 
1980s, the overall resilience of the triad allowed the United States to pursue a long series 
of remedies for deficiencies in the bomber leg caused by improvements in Soviet air 
defenses.  These measures included a shift from high- to low-altitude penetration, plans 
to suppress defenses through ballistic missile strikes before bombers arrived, arming 
bombers with suppression weapons of their own, acquisition of a new bomber (the B-1) 
designed to evade defenses through low-altitude and (originally) supersonic flight, 
equipping older bombers (B-52s) with long-range cruise missiles for attack from outside 
defense coverage, and acquisition of another bomber (the B-2) with low-observable 
(stealth) features that made the aircraft difficult for radar and other sensors to detect and 
track.  During the 1970s and 1980s, the triad also afforded time to deal with the 
vulnerability of the ICBM force that arose from Soviet deployment of silo-busting 
missiles, although no fix was implemented before the Soviet Union disintegrated. And 
when significant problems with Polaris and Poseidon SLBM warheads emerged, the 
insurance provided by the ICBM and bomber legs permitted the required retrofits to be 
made in a deliberate manner.  (A Department of Energy-sponsored study done in the 
early 1980s reported that “at times in the past, the warheads for a large part of the U.S. 
[fleet ballistic missile submarine] force have been found to be badly deteriorated.  At 
different times, a large fraction of the warheads either obviously or potentially would not 
work; they were obvious or potential duds.”)198  The Clinton administration’s 1994 NPR 
concluded that the hedge against technical failure of a delivery platform or warhead or 
technological breakthrough by an opponent was the “primary reason to retain a triad,” 
particularly when the United States “relies on fewer types of nuclear weapon systems 
than in the past.”199 
 
A triad of strategic forces can make enemy preparations to conduct a first strike and 
defend against retaliation both more complex and more expensive than otherwise would 
be the case.  Even when Soviet strategic nuclear strength was near its height, U.S. 
defense officials still determined that though the “enemy might be able to develop the 
capability to knock out or otherwise neutralize one leg of the Triad at any given time, he 
would find the task of simultaneously neutralizing all three legs well beyond his 
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ingenuity and means.”200  For example, given the difference in flight times between 
ICBMs launched from the Soviet Union and Soviet SLBMs launched from submarines 
closer to the United States, either U.S. bombers or ICBMs would have been able to 
escape a first strike.  If Soviet land- and sea-based missiles had been launched at the same 
time, the SLBM warheads would have struck first, most likely against “soft” targets—
bomber bases and command-and-control centers—allowing silo-based ICBMs to be 
launched before their Soviet counterparts arrived roughly 15 minutes later.  If, on the 
other hand, Soviet ICBMs had been launched first, U.S. bombers would have had more 
warning time within which to take off from their airfields.201   
 
Three distinct force components also can prevent an opponent from concentrating 
resources to counter one or two legs.  Over 40 years ago, Secretary of Defense 
McNamara in a memorandum to President Johnson explained that, 
 

As long as we have strategic aircraft, the enemy cannot effectively defend against 
ballistic missiles without concurrently defending against aircraft and their air-to-
surface missiles (ASM).  Conversely, defense against aircraft without concurrent 
defense against ballistic missiles also leaves him vulnerable.  …Without a bomber 
threat, [air defense] resources could be reallocated to their strategic retaliatory 
forces, anti-missile defenses, or some other military program that might cause us 
more trouble.202 

 
With the triad, said Secretary of Defense Brown, enemy defenses are burdened with 
defeating “weapons approaching…from different directions, at varying speeds, and along 
a variety of trajectories.”203  Moreover, a strategic force that includes both penetrating 
bombers (B-2s) and standoff aircraft with cruise missiles (B-52s) can compel an 
adversary to invest not only in perimeter air defenses, but also close-in defenses of high-
value targets.  In the Cold War, the threat of U.S. air attack caused the Soviet Union to 
invest in air defenses a sum several times larger than the amount the United States spent 
on its bomber force.204  In these ways, the triad can impose costs on an adversary, dilute 
opposing defense efforts, and divert resources from enemy offensive forces. 
 
The varied capabilities of the triad have given the United States the flexibility to “ride out 
an enemy attack and retaliate with deliberation and control against the designated 
portions of the target system.”205  Force diversity has aided development of the many 
attack options added to U.S. nuclear war plans since the early 1960s.206  With its mix of 
bombers, ICBMs, and SLBMs, the United States has maintained the wherewithal to: 
 

• pose deterrent threats that might be credible to adversaries and allies;  
 

• respond in a manner consistent with the character of an enemy attack and U.S. 
political-military objectives at the time; 

 
• act against any aggressor, regardless of geographic location; 

 
• carry out attacks of varying scale, including those involving only a few weapons; 
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• attack different types, sets, and combinations of military, leadership, and 

economic targets; 
 

• strike targets from minutes to months after the start of a war; 
 

• conduct phased offensive operations (as opposed to a single, reflex-like retaliatory 
strike); and 

 
• reduce unintended civilian damage. 

 
Administrations have held that with such force and planning flexibility, the United States 
is better prepared not only to deter conflict but, in the event of war, to defeat the 
opponent, achieve key aims (or acceptable terms), and do so at the lowest possible level 
of violence.  That at least has been the hope.  The sheer destructiveness of nuclear 
weapons, the fog and friction of war, limitations of C4ISR systems,207 or the recalcitrance 
of the enemy very well could leave the hope unrealized.  Yet, as Harold Brown once 
argued,  
 

I am convinced that we must do everything we can to make…escalation control [of 
a limited nuclear conflict] possible, that opting out of this effort and consciously 
resigning ourselves to the inevitability of such escalation is a serious abdication of 
the awesome responsibilities nuclear weapons, and the unbelievable damage their 
uncontrolled use would create, thrust upon us.208  

 
While the triad has been a constant in strategic force planning, its size, composition, and 
capabilities have changed.  The number of launchers (bombers, ICBMs, and SLBMs) 
peaked around 2,200 in the late 1960s, plateaued, and then declined after the Cold War to 
a level currently less than half as large.  The number of warheads ultimately exceeded 
10,000, and then dropped after the Soviet fall to less than one-fifth that figure today.  The 
distribution of warheads among triad legs also has changed.  In the last 40 years, the 
ICBM share of the total has remained roughly one-fifth, while the bomber share has 
decreased from half to one-third, and the SLBM share has increased from one-fourth to 
half.209  New, advanced generations of weapons have succeeded old, although 
modernization in the post-Cold War period has been limited.  The bomber force has 
stayed part of the triad, but since the 1990s its primary role has shifted to the 
conventional realm, at the expense of its nuclear duties.210  Both the bomber leg and 
ICBM component have, as discussed, experienced problems regarding their vulnerability 
to attack.  In 2001, the Bush administration folded the nuclear triad into a revised 
planning construct, the “New Triad.”  The New Triad encompasses long-range strike 
capabilities (nonnuclear as well as nuclear), active and passive defenses, and the defense-
industrial infrastructure that supports strike capabilities and defensive systems.  This 
augmented triad is designed to provide U.S. leaders with additional options for dealing 
with the variety of adversaries, contingencies, and military problems of the unfolding 
security environment.211  In short, the triad of today and the triad of the past are both the 
same and different.      
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Conclusion 
 
The call for a “nuclear consensus” occasionally is heard.  Such a consensus, it is said, is 
needed to guide the development of nuclear policy, strategy, plans, and forces.  The set of 
continuities described here represents a consensus on at least some important nuclear 
issues.  Moreover, it is not a consensus contrived by a think tank or task force, but one 
forged in the hard experience of different administrations, both Republican and 
Democratic, struggling with the difficult problems posed by nuclear weapons, both 
during and after the Cold War.   
 
What are the elements of this partial consensus?  First, the role for nuclear forces should 
be limited to the greatest possible extent, but their contributions to deterrence and defense 
should not be underestimated.  Second, nuclear forces protect allies as well as the United 
States itself.  Third, they deter not only nuclear coercion and attack, but also large-scale 
conventional aggression and chemical and biological use.  Fourth, for this reason, the 
option to use nuclear weapons first should be preserved.  Fifth, U.S. and allied security 
also requires a diverse and flexible nuclear force of the first rank.  Sixth, all components 
of this force must be safe, secure, and always under authorized control.  And seventh, 
nonnuclear offensive and defensive capabilities should be pursued to reduce reliance on 
nuclear weapons.  
 
The policies of the George W. Bush administration have been squarely within this 
consensus.  If history is any guide, the same will be true of its successor. 
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